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There is tremendous enthusiasm for themicrobiome in academia and industry. This Perspective ar-
gues that in order to realize its potential, the field needs to focus on establishing causation andmo-
lecular mechanism with an emphasis on phenotypes that are large in magnitude, easy to measure,
and unambiguously driven by the microbiota.
The microbiome research community is producing exciting re-

sults at a rapid clip. Many of these early findings are correlative

and associative, but phenomenology often precedes mecha-

nism in a new area; by uncovering important phenotypes

impacted by the microbiome, these studies illustrate why we

should delve deeper. Indeed, there is broad agreement that

the microbiome is ready to mature into a mechanism-based

discipline, and a small but growing number of studies have pio-

neered the quest for molecular understanding in this space.

In industry, a raft of early entrants is seeking to develop thera-

pies based on tantalizing observations in the areas of infectious

disease, cancer immunotherapy, and immune modulation (Atar-

ashi et al., 2013; Gopalakrishnan et al., 2018;Matson et al., 2018;

Routy et al., 2018; van Nood et al., 2013). However, high-profile

failures (Ratner, 2016) have led to hand wringing about the feasi-

bility of drug discovery and development in a murky space with

few hard landmarks.

Although there is an abundance of enthusiasm for the micro-

biome, the approaches most likely to yield impactful molecular

mechanisms are still topics of intense debate. The central argu-

ment of this Perspective is that academic and industrial efforts

should focus on causality and mechanism with an eye toward

phenotypes that are large in magnitude, easy to measure, and

unambiguously driven by the microbiota. I examine two areas

ripe for mechanistic inquiry, small-molecule production and im-

mune modulation by the microbiome, and then consider two

topics critical to studying and exploiting these phenotypes: the

role of individual bacterial species and molecules in complex

mixtures and synthetic ecology as a tool for studying and devel-

oping therapeutics from the microbiome.

Pursue Causation and Mechanism
Many microbiota-host interaction studies share a common

format: they start with a phenotype (often linked to disease)

and seek to understand the microbial taxa or genes responsible

for it. This is akin to forward genetics, with three important dis-

tinctions (Figure 1): the phenotype and genotype are in different

organisms (host and microbe, respectively), the primary tech-

nique is differential sequence analysis rather than genetics,

and the outcome is usually a bacterial taxon associated with a

phenotype rather than a gene responsible for the phenotype.

The forward genetic approach has had notable successes,

which can be grouped into three categories (referenced exam-
ples throughout are meant to be illustrative, not exhaustive):

(1) comparative sequence analyses of disease cohorts that result

in taxonomic associations (Gevers et al., 2014; Qin et al., 2012),

(2) studies that show a phenotype can be transferred by micro-

biome transplant in germ-free mice (Gopalakrishnan et al.,

2018; Matson et al., 2018; Ridaura et al., 2013; Routy et al.,

2018; Thaiss et al., 2016), and (3) efforts that narrow down to

one or a few species that modulate a host phenotype (Atarashi

et al., 2013; Buffie et al., 2015; Buffington et al., 2016; Surana

and Kasper, 2017). Two challenges stand out: first, given the

large number of strains in a comparative sequence analysis,

the process of narrowing down species that are causally linked

to a phenotype can suffer from the statistical problems of cherry

picking. Given the practical challenges of testing every possible

strain, strains that are merely correlated are often assumed

to be causative. Second, even when a causative strain is

identified, it remains difficult to establish the mechanistic link

to phenotype.

In contrast, an approach analogous to reverse genetics has

been used less often in microbiome studies. Two related exper-

imental formats aremost common: (1) colonizingmice with com-

munities that differ only in the presence of a single strain and

comparing the outcome (Buffie et al., 2015; Faith et al., 2015;

Romano et al., 2017) or (2) colonizing mice with wild-type versus

mutant versions of a strain (Cullen et al., 2015; Dodd et al., 2017;

Round et al., 2011). Although it can suffer from the problem of

cherry picking, reverse genetics has the advantage that it is a

simpler entry point to establish causality and enable studies of

mechanism. More complex model microbiomes, improvements

in genetic tools for prominent gut bacterial strains, methods to

cultivate previously uncultured bacterial strains (Browne et al.,

2016; Lagier et al., 2016), new technologies that facilitate coloni-

zation in the background of a complex community (Shepherd

et al., 2018), and better animal models of microbiome-related

disease will strengthen both forward and reverse approaches

in addressing causality and mechanism more directly.

Future technologies—e.g., the microbiome equivalents of

whole-genome knockout and CRISPR screens—will blur the

distinction between forward and reverse genetics. The important

thing is not the difference between these approaches but, for

a given situation, whether they can reveal causation and molec-

ular mechanism. In the remainder of this section, we consider

two areas in which inroads into causality and mechanism seem
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Figure 1. Challenges and Approaches

to Decipher Mechanism in Microbiome

Research
(A) In classical genetics, the phenotype and ge-
notype are in the same organism. Genetic studies
in the microbiome have two important distinctions:
the phenotype and genotype are in different or-
ganisms (host and microbe, respectively), and the
process of determining which microbial species in
a complex mixture are responsible for a phenotype
is a formidable challenge.
(B) Two areas in which studies of causality and
mechanism have gained momentum are small
molecule consumption/production and immune
modulation. Communities with outlier phenotypes
are an important vista for understanding and
translating microbiome function.
likely: (1) production of small molecules and (2) modulation of the

host immune response. Readers are referred to recent literature

in a third area ripe for mechanistic investigation: colonization

resistance against pathogens (Pamer, 2016; Panigrahi et al.,

2017). We then raise the speculative possibility of outlier pheno-

types with large effect sizes that, like rare human genetic vari-

ants, could hold great therapeutic promise.

Small-Molecule Production and Consumption

Given the prominent role of small molecules in mediating

signaling interactions, the fact that the gut microbiota produce

a pool of molecules tens of millimolar in concentration is of

particular interest. One familiar example is the short-chain fatty

acids (SCFAs) that accumulate at 150–600 mM/day (Wilson,

2005) and signal through G protein-coupled receptors 41

and 43 (GPR41 and GPR43) to modulate the host immune and

metabolic systems (Ulven, 2012). Another is trimethylamine
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N-oxide (TMAO), which derives from gut

microbial metabolism of choline and

carnitine and is present at 2–6 mM in

plasma (Tang et al., 2013). It is proposed

to be not just a marker of cardiovascular

disease but itself proatherogenic (Brown

and Hazen, 2014) and prothrombotic

(Zhu et al., 2016) in mouse models of dis-

ease. Although SCFAs and TMAO are

heavily studied, the microbiota produce

many other small molecules at concentra-

tions comparable to those achieved by

drugs used in the clinic. Aromatic amino

acidmetabolites are common and include

the tryptophanmetabolite indole, which is

converted in the liver to indoxyl sulfate (IS)

(10–130 mg/day) (Patel et al., 2012);

the tyrosine metabolite p-cresol, which

the host transforms into p-cresol sulfate

(PCS) (20–230 mg/day) (Patel et al.,

2012); and the phenylalanine metabolite

phenylacetic acid, which the host conju-

gates to glutamine to form phenylacetyl-

glutamine (PAG) (4.5–70 mm/mM creati-

nine) (Bouatra et al., 2013). TMAO, IS,
and PCS accumulate in patients with renal failure (Sirich et al.,

2013; Tang et al., 2015), suggesting that a microbiota-targeted

therapy to eliminate their production could be a new therapeutic

opportunity in renal disease.

An important source of small molecules is common dietary

input, which can be converted by gut bacterial species into a va-

riety of metabolic end products with different biological activ-

ities. For example, tryptophan can be converted to IS, indolepro-

pionic acid, indoleacetic acid, and tryptamine. The levels of

thesemetabolites varywidely among individuals, presumably re-

flecting differences in metabolic gene content among their gut

communities. Thus, given a common diet, divergent microbiota

can generate a metabolic output that can vary widely among in-

dividuals. This paradigm raises questions that are relevant to

basic research and industry alike: which molecules are benefi-

cial, and which others deleterious? What is the optimal gut



metabolic output, and how will it vary based on disease suscep-

tibility? Can robust, resilient gut communities be designed to

produce (and not produce) specific sets of molecules?

Modulation of the Host Immune Response

Several studies have demonstrated that the microbiota directly

modulates the host immune response. Two key observations

suggest that immune modulation by the microbiota might be

far more specific than had previously been recognized. First,

Littman and coworkers showed that the TH17 cells induced in

response to segmented filamentous bacterium (SFB), a well-

studied mouse symbiont, express a T cell receptor (TCR) spe-

cific for an SFB antigen (Yang et al., 2014). Although it was pre-

viously known that SFB induces TH17 cells, it is striking that a gut

colonist—without breaching the intestinal epithelium—can ‘‘pro-

gram’’ a population of immune cells that are specific to it. This

paradigm has been extended by recent work on Helicobacter

hepaticus (Hh), which induces Hh-specific regulatory T cells

(Xu et al., 2018). Belkaid and coworkers have further demon-

strated the generality of this result by showing that the CD8+

T cell response to strains of the skin commensal Staphylococcus

epidermidis not only is specific, but also lasts for months, indi-

cating that the ‘‘programming’’ effect is potent and persistent

(Naik et al., 2015).

This unanticipated degree of specificity in the mucosal im-

mune response to the commensal microbiota has far-reaching

implications and raises several key questions. (1) How many

gut commensals induce their own corresponding immune cell

population? Can a designed or engineered gut consortium serve

as a tool for programming the host T cell response? (2) Does this

phenomenon explain the profound influence of the microbiome

on the efficacy of anti-PD1 therapy in melanoma and other can-

cers? (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2018; Matson et al., 2018; Routy

et al., 2018) (3) What are the presumptive microbiota-derived

or -induced molecules that determine T cell fate—and the cell

types and signaling pathways through which they act? (4) If

commensal-induced T cells express a TCR specific for a bacte-

rial antigen, how do they—by cross-reactivity, proximity, or

otherwise—modulate the immune response against host tis-

sues? And can this antigen-specific response be re-directed

by expressing host antigens in bacterial strains?

One goal, perhaps realizable in the near term, would be to use

commensals or commensal-derived molecules as the basis of a

new class of immunotherapies. One great advantage of this

approach would be its selectivity, which could lead to a cleaner

side-effect profile than systemic immunotherapies. For example,

fine control over the local T cell response could enable an

enhanced CD8+ T cell response to potentiate checkpoint

blockade for melanoma or colorectal adenocarcinoma without

the risks of systemic immune stimulation. Likewise, local Treg

stimulation could suppress immune activity in the small and large

intestines (for inflammatory bowel disease) or skin (for psoriasis)

without the downsides of general immune suppression. One

could even imagine engineering a Treg-inducing bacterial strain

to express a host autoantigen to reverse autoimmune disease.

Outlier Microbiome Phenotypes

One of the most direct benefits of DNA sequencing to human

medicine has been to identify genetic outliers who harbor

a rare mutation that confers protection against disease. For
example, nonsense mutations in the proprotein convertase

PCSK9 lower LDL-C and are protective against cardiovascular

disease (Cohen et al., 2005), loss of function of Nav1.7 confers

insensitivity to pain (Cox et al., 2006), and CCR5 deficiency pro-

tects against HIV infection (Liu et al., 1996; Samson et al., 1996).

All three proteins have become validated drug targets, and new

therapeutics targeting each are now approved or in clinical trials.

Might the same concept apply to the microbiome? Unlike

genome-wide and microbiome-wide association studies (Gilbert

et al., 2016), which often reveal common variants with a small

effect size, the goal would be to look for rare communities

(harboring unusual bacterial species or common species in un-

usual ratios) with large, protective effects against a disease of

interest. For example, do there exist rare individuals whose gut

bacteria are exceptionally efficient at harvesting calories and

therefore protect against metabolic disease? Might there be

people with risk alleles for Crohn’s disease who are protected

against disease by a gut community that suppresses inflamma-

tion or prevents a bad actor from blooming? How about hospital

workers who, despite constant exposure to Staphylococcus

aureus, are not colonized due to a rare, protective skin

community? Phenotypes like these would be a great setting

in which to explore mechanism, and the transplantability of the

microbiome could make it possible to endow millions of people

with a rare disease-preventive gut or skin community.

Individual Organisms and Molecules Can Have a Big
Impact
The sheer complexity of a host-associated community—hun-

dreds of microbial species, thousands of molecules—raises

the question of how much difference a single organism or mole-

cule can make. Are most microbiota-related phenomena the

result of dozens of microbes or molecules acting in concert,

irreducible to the effects of individual actors?

Early evidence suggests otherwise. The specific T cell re-

sponses to SFB and S. epidermidis are examples of how a single

bacterial species can exert a clear effect on the host, but several

others are worth noting. Faecalibacterium prausnitzii (Miquel

et al., 2013) and Parabacteroides distasonis (Kverka et al.,

2011) have been linked to the suppression of intestinal inflamma-

tion, specific strains of Lactobacillus alter behavior and cognition

in mice (Bravo et al., 2011; Buffington et al., 2016), and

Bacteroides fragilis has been shown, inter alia, to counter the

neurodevelopmental and gut barrier defects of mice in the

maternal immune activation model of autism spectrum disorder

(Hsiao et al., 2013). Though not an individual organism, a mixture

of 17 anaerobic Firmicutes potently induces regulatory T cells

(Atarashi et al., 2013).

Although these interactions are not yet understood at the level

of molecular mechanism, individual molecules from the micro-

biota are known to have a signal that rises well above back-

ground. In addition to the well-documented examples of SCFAs

and TMAO (see above), polysaccharide A (Mazmanian et al.,

2008) and a-galactosylceramide from B. fragilis (An et al.,

2014) are potent immune modulators that act through TLR2

and CD1d, respectively; heat-stable enterotoxin, from which li-

naclotide is derived, induces gastrointestinal (GI) motility via gua-

nylate cyclase 2C (Schulz et al., 1990); and secondary bile acids,
Cell 174, August 9, 2018 787



including deoxycholic acid and ursodeoxycholic acid, have a

wide range of effects on host metabolic and immune activity,

as well as colon carcinogenesis (Wahlström et al., 2016). More-

over, individual host factors such as RegIIIg and nitrate exert

large effects on the composition and function of the gut commu-

nity (Vaishnava et al., 2011; Winter et al., 2013). Given that the

hunt for microbiota-derived metabolites of consequence is still

in its infancy (Sharon et al., 2014), these examples are likely to

be the first of many.

To place these findings in context, cell and developmental bi-

ologists have long understood that individual molecules can

exert phenotypes that rise above the background of a complex

pool. Mammals are complex mixtures of thousands of chemi-

cals, yet signalingmolecules such as serotonin (Canli and Lesch,

2007), oxytocin (Kosfeld et al., 2005), sphingosine-1-phosphate

(Spiegel and Milstien, 2003), and estradiol (Balthazart and Ball,

2006) have potent, unambiguous activities, both at the level of

cells and physiology. There is every reason to think that the para-

digm of dominant activity for individual molecules will hold for

an important subset of molecules from the microbiota. If so, it

will be far easier than currently anticipated to understand the

mechanisms of microbe-host interactions and exploit them

therapeutically.

Develop the Basic Science Underlying Synthetic
Ecology
Developments in academic and industrial microbiome research

are creating a need for a mechanistic understanding of microbial

communities. In academia, although germ-free mouse mono-

colonization experiments have yielded tremendous mechanistic

insights into microbe-host interactions, experiments with very

large, defined communities that approach native-like complexity

would capture a great deal of biology missing in the simpler

format (e.g., the effects of a pool of molecules tens of millimolar

in concentration, perhaps tens to hundreds of distinct immune

modulatory events). Experiments in which one strain (or, in the

extreme, one gene from one strain) is removed and an effect

on the host is observed are more likely to stand the test of time.

On the industry side, the striking efficacy of fecal microbiota

transplant (FMT) in recurrent Clostridium difficile infection (van

Nood et al., 2013), combined with a surprisingly low rate of acute

adverse events (for exceptions, see Alang and Kelly, 2015 and

Quera et al., 2014) and promising early data on engraftment

(Smillie et al., 2018), has spurred efforts to test FMT in other in-

dications. However, there are two key challenges in generalizing

fecal transplant, both of which suggest important limitations of

feces as a source of material for community transplants. (1) Its

supply is inherently limited and difficult to scale. The need for

safety, reproducibility, and ease of manufacture will favor a tran-

sition from donor feces to bacterial communities of defined

composition. (2) A ‘‘lead’’ fecal sample cannot be optimized in

the same way that medicinal chemistry or protein engineering

can improve a small molecule or biologic lead. A defined com-

munity would enable the kind of tinkering that is critically impor-

tant in drug discovery.

The academic and industrial challenges can both be ad-

dressed by developing new methods for constructing and inter-

rogating synthetic communities that are defined but consist of
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hundreds of strains, approaching the level of complexity of a

native fecal sample. Although there are many practical chal-

lenges to overcome, early work in the plant microbiome commu-

nity has begun demonstrating the value of this approach (Bai

et al., 2015). Such a system could open the door to studying

an array of fundamental basic science questions: how many

meaningful strain-strain interactions exist in a community of hun-

dreds of strains? What constitutes a niche, and how do strains

map to niches? What are the molecular correlates of stability,

and how does a community reconfigure in response to a pertur-

bation? Most importantly, it would enable landmark studies of

causation and mechanism in the microbiome, bringing a near

atomistic level of control to a system that could benefit tremen-

dously from more reductionist inquiry.
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